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TOP OF THE NEWS

World/Nation

Bay Area

Stephen B. Thornton / Associated Press

1 Drug war: Nearly 40 people

1 Deadly floods: At least

are killed, ending one of Mexico’s bloodiest weeks. A3
1 Pope address: Benedict
XVI begs forgiveness from
victims of clerical sexual abuse
and promises action on protecting children. A4

16 people die and dozens are
missing after flash floods
pound Arkansas, above. A10
1 Gulf spill: The White House
proposes a way to help idled
rig workers: make BP pay their
lost earnings. A10

SFGate.com

Sporting Green

Datebook

1 D.A. staff changes: Kamala

1 Opera review: Magnificent

Harris’ top deputy retires
amid questions over San Francisco’s drug lab scandal. C1
1 Tree lines: Global warming
is forcing California vegetation
to higher elevations. C1

production of Wagner’s “Die
Walkure” is a testament to the
powerful talents at the San
Francisco Opera. E1
1 Theater review: Boxcar
Playhouse’s production of
“Forever Never Comes” is a
compelling look at transgender
love. It’s at the Crowded Fire
Theater. E1
1 Galleries: Jeff Adams’ fearlessly uncompromising works
come to Braunstein / Quay. E1
1 Biography review: The
conflicted life of Scottish writer Muriel Spark. E2

Business Report
1 Big deal: An S.F. office

tower occupied by Wells Fargo
sells for $333 million to South
Korean investors. D1
1 Regulators weigh in: Personal genetic tests sold by five
companies require federal
review prior to sale. D1

Lacy Atkins / The Chronicle

1 Giants dust A’s: Bengie

Molina, facing, homers as Tim
Lincecum prevails. B1
1 49ers’ QB prospect: Nate
Davis enters his second season
with much to prove. B1
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Big blow to case
against Bonds
Appellate panel rules steroid tests
inadmissible as evidence of perjury
By Bob Egelko
CHRO NI CL E STA FF WR ITER

A federal appeals court
threw out the prosecution’s
strongest evidence Friday in
its perjury case against home

run king Barry Bonds: three
positive steroid tests conducted before Bonds told a grand
jury he had never knowingly
taken performance-enhancing
drugs.
In a 2-1 ruling, the Ninth

DIPSEA TRAIL 100th Race

U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in San Francisco upheld a
federal judge’s decision barring the evidence because
Bonds’ trainer, Greg Anderson, who had arranged the
tests, refused to testify about
them. That left prosecutors
with no valid evidence that
Bonds was the source of the
Bonds continues on A12

Brant Ward / The Chronicle

Barry Bonds talked to reporters about a recent visit to Europe
at the 10-year anniversary of AT&T Park on April 11.

MEHSERLE TRIAL

Witness
in tears
as video
is shown
3 say victim didn’t resist —
4th bystander saw motion
By Demian Bulwa
CH RO NI CL E STA F F W RIT E R

LOS ANGELES — A teenager who was with
Oscar Grant when former BART police Officer
Johannes Mehserle shot Grant on a station platLacy Atkins / The Chronicle
form
uncontrollably
on the witness
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A runner trains for the cross country Dipsea Race at the start of the trail earlier this month in Mill Valley.
Friday as he watched his own cell phone video of
the incident.
Jamil Dewar, who is now 17, was composed at
first as he described the events of Jan. 1, 2009, at

cent. They have led to more
crowded buses and streetcars,
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fewer transit
options
late at
night and longer waits between runs.

akes a visit

Muni continues on C3

ENVIRONMENT

Trees shift
upslope
as climate
warms up
By David Perlman
CHRONICLE SCIENCE EDITOR

ry and values would have been
diminished,” wrote Howard
Wong, a co-founder of Coalition for a Better North Beach
Library and Playground.
In an interview, Wong said
moving the right-field wall 41
feet closer to home would prevent future sluggers from having the same experience as
DiMaggio.
“If you make the fence 40 feet
closer, then everyone is going to
hit a home run,” he said.
The battle over the proposed
redevelopment of the park and
library branch has raged for
years. History buffs and local

The world’s warming climate
is forcing trees and the plant life
around them into new territories where the environment is
more like the areas where they
normally thrive, scientists report from a new global survey.
Some forests and groups of
vegetation have begun moving
upward to higher elevations, or
northward to higher latitudes
to meet the climate change,
while others in areas that are
drying are shifting southward
toward greater sources of moisture, the researchers say.
In California, for example, a
detailed forest census along the
west side of the Sierra in the
Tahoe National Forest by UC
Berkeley scientists found that
the warming climate is shifting
growth patterns uphill among
many species of shrubs, oaks,
firs and pines that for hundreds
of years have been thriving at
lower elevations.

Insider continues on C3

Trees continues on C3

Hennessey at City Hall wields the ceremonial
predecessor, a vigilante before he was sheriff.
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FROM THE COVER
Warming shifts trees, data show
Trees from page C1

Similar forest changes
are being found on every
continent by biologists
working around the
world, according to a
report published this
week in the journal Global
Ecology and Biogeography.
The global report was
compiled by Patrick Gonzalez, a visiting scholar at
Berkeley’s Center for
Forestry in the College of
Natural Resources, together with U.S. Forest
Service researchers at

Corvallis, Ore.
Gonzalez is also leading
a research group that has
surveyed hundreds of
trees and shrubs along a
12-mile transect of the
Tahoe National Forest,
ranging from the foothills
at 2,300 feet to the High
Sierra at 6,900 feet.
The researchers measured more than 1,000
trees and took 197 corings
of the larger oaks, pines
and firs to determine their
ages. They found that in
the past century, the oaks
and Douglas firs that were
normally found at lower

elevations are beginning
to be seen “upslope” in
areas dominated by white
firs and sugar pines, Gonzales said.
“Those species, in turn,
may be moving into the
higher elevations, where
red fir thrives in the deep
winter snow,” he said in
an interview.
Gonzalez said climate
data for the Sierra transect
have been clear because
records taken at a National Weather Service station
that has been operating in
nearby Downieville since
1948 show that average

Sword from S.F. vigilante days
Sword from page C1

The prisoners —
Charles Cora, a gambler,
and James Casey, a member of the city Board of
Supervisors — were then
taken by the vigilantes
and hanged for murder
after a drumhead trial at
“Fort Gunnybags,’’ the
vigilante headquarters on
Sacramento Street.
Doane, then a San
Francisco merchant with
some military experience,
was the grand marshal of
the Committee of Vigilance, as the vigilantes
called themselves. He had
2,000 to 6,000 armed men
at his disposal, the enforcers of vigilante justice.
Civil order in the city
had broken down in their
view and they were going
to do something about it.
Doane is sheriff
The vigilantes had such
broad public backing that
a political party with
vigilante ties nominated
him for sheriff. He was
elected and served four
years.
“One day he was break-

ing into the county jail and
the next he was running
it,’’ said Michael Hennessey, the current sheriff.
“It’s a very San Francisco
kind of story.’’
On Thursday, Hennessey presided over a
small gathering of historians, deputy sheriffs and
police officers at City Hall.
They listened as Hennessey and James Davis,
Doane’s great-greatgrandson, told tales of the
vigilante days. A few
picked up the sword and
looked at it reverently.
“I think it’s beautiful,’’
said Senior Deputy Sheriff Michael Anderson,
“Not just beautiful, it’s
outstanding. It is handmade with skill and care.
You don’t see that kind of
workmanship anymore.’’
Doane was a merchant
and former soldier. Born
in Vermont, he turned up
in California in 1851, when
he was 39 years old.
San Francisco was a
wild and lawless place in
those days. Murders,
robbery and arson were
common. A previous
Committee of Vigilance

had cleaned up the town
in 1851, but by 1856 San
Francisco was in control
of what Hennessey called
“rascals,” including Cora
and Casey.
Both had killed men in
cold blood — Casey’s
crime was to shoot down
James King of William,
the editor of the Daily
Evening Bulletin. There
was widespread belief
that Cora and Casey were
“in cahoots” with thenSheriff David Scannell
and would get off scotfree.
Vigilante justice
“The feeling was that
the criminal justice system was not going to serve
justice,’’ Hennessey said.
So when Doane, riding a
white horse with perhaps
2,000 men at his back,
appeared at the county jail
on Broadway in North
Beach and demanded the
prisoners, the sheriff had
little choice.
The vigilantes were
dissolved after four
months. They then turned
to politics and what they
called “moral force,’’ and

Operators reject givebacks
Muni from page C1

Union Local 250-A
rules and changing deforged a tentative agreependent health care
Mayor Gavin Newsom
ment with Muni manage- coverage.
called the rejection “a
ment two weeks ago that
It also would have
slap in the face to everycity officials say would
extended the operators’
one who rides Muni and
cut costs by about $19
contract for another year,
to every other public
million over two years.
through June 30, 2012.
employee union memUnion membership
That would have given
ber,’’ who already agreed
has been split bitterly
operators an extra year
to givebacks. “Once
over the proposal.
to benefit from a guaranagain, I call upon the
Bucking union offitee enshrined in the city
membership of the TWU cials, the rank and file
charter that they are paid
to reconsider and reresoundingly rejected a
at least the second-highvote.’’
different set of proposed
est wage among U.S.
Scott said the union’s
givebacks in February.
transit operators.
executive©
board
will
The new
proposal $$edition
That operator-friendly
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reconvene and decide
called for lifting the de
provision could be in
what to do next.
facto prohibition on the
jeopardy. Two separate
The leadership of
use of part-time operacharter amendments
Transport Workers
tors, tightening overtime
proposed for the Novem-
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annual temperatures
there have been increasing
at seven times the global
rate. There has been no
heavy logging, burning or
grazing in the transect
area, so climate change
could be the primary
cause of the changes in
vegetation, Gonzalez
concluded.
In their survey of observed changes in vegetation reported by other
scientists around the
world, Gonzalez and his
colleagues noted that trees
and shrubs in northern
Africa’s Sahel region have
been dying where drought
has increased as the climate warms, and have
Doane was elected sheriff.
He served two two-year
terms. In those days,
county sheriffs were also
in charge of executions
and Doane presided over
the hanging of five men in
his time in office.
He retired in 1861, was
made a general in the
California militia, and
died in 1862, at age 50.
His sword became a
family keepsake, and
Davis, an 83-year-old
former California state
parks official, acquired it
about 75 years ago.
Davis has been corresponding with Hennessey
and promised he’d bring
the sword to San Francisco next time he was in
town. He’s going to see his
granddaughter get a master’s degree at Santa Clara
University this weekend
and the sword came with
him.
There will be no public
display of the heirloom;
Davis is taking it back to
Hawaii with him. Eventually, he said, the family
plans to present it to the
Society of California Pioneers in San Francisco.
E-mail Carl Nolte at
cnolte@sfchronicle.com.
ber election seek to undo
the automatic pay guarantee, though neither has
qualified for the ballot.
The proposed ballot
measures seek to set
operator salaries through
collective bargaining
with the aim of giving
management more flexibility in getting rid of
inefficient work rules.
Municipal Transportation Agency chief
Nathaniel Ford said that
a favorable ratification
vote would have benefited riders by restoring
half the service cuts by
early September.
E-mail Rachel Gordon at
rgordon@sfchronicle.com.

moved further south
where rainfall is more
abundant.
Similar changes have
been taking place in the
high Arctic, he said,
where warming has
brought new shrubs encroaching on the tundra,
where caribou and other
wildlife could be threatened.
The report on Sierra
tree seedlings moving to
higher elevations because
of a warming climate
reflects earlier evidence
that many mountaindwelling animals are also
moving their ranges upward to cooler areas.
James Patton and Craig

C3

Moritz of UC Berkeley’s
Museum of Vertebrate
Zoology surveyed 28 species of mammals living at
sites from the San Joaquin
Valley across Yosemite to
Mono Lake and found that
as average annual temperatures warmed by 5 degrees Fahrenheit during
the past 90 years, more
than half the species had
shifted their ranges upward by as much as 1,600
feet. The two biologists
published their survey in
the journal Science on Oct.
10, 2008.
E-mail David Perlman
at dperlman@
sfchronicle.com.
N.C., respectively.
At least our football
team hasn’t moved to
Santa Clara. Yet.
— John Coté

CITY INSIDER
From page C1

residents say the city’s
plan to tear down the
library, built in 1959, and
close a section of Mason
Street to give its replacement a larger footprint,
will irrevocably alter the
feel of the neighborhood.
The plan is still undergoing an environmental review before it
can head to the city’s
planning commission.
— Will Kane

Heading to court:
Supervisor Michela
Alioto-Pier gave San
Francisco elections chief
John Arntz until 5 p.m.
Tuesday to change his
mind and let her run for
re-election in November.
“In the event that you
fail to do so, I will be
forced to seek a judicial
resolution of this matter,”
Alioto-Pier wrote in a
letter sent to Arntz this
week.
Arntz announced last
week that he would not
allow Alioto-Pier’s name
to appear on the fall ballot, and said that despite
her new demand, he does
not intend to switch positions.
He based his decision
on a 2008 ruling by City
Attorney Dennis Herrera stating that the District
Two supervisor is not
eligible to run again because of term limits.
Mayor Gavin Newsom
first appointed AliotoPier to the seat in January
2004 to fill out the remainder of his term when
he was elected mayor. She
argues that having won
just one four-year term,
she is eligible to run for a
second four-year term.
Herrera, however, said
the time she served prior
to her winning a full term
in 2006 should count as
her first full term.
Each side has offered
legal arguments to buttress its case. Litigation
looks more and more
likely.

We’re No. 4! Time for
our ranking du jour. (Or
semi-du jour, or whenever we get around to it.)
So, good news: San
Francisco is more innovative than Seattle,
Boston, Portland, Ore.,
and Provo, Utah. (Plus
lots of other places.)
Bad news: We’re only
the fourth-most-innovative city in the country,
according to Forbes.com’s
America’s Most Innovative Cities ranking.
The folks there used a
formula combining the
100 largest U.S. metropolitan statistical areas
with data from the U.S.
Patent and Trademark
Office to determine number of patents per capita.
Then they added in venture capital investment
per capita from the National Venture Capital
Association, along with
— Rachel Gordon
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ZoomProspector.com and team at cityinsider@
sfchronicle.com and follow
Payscale.com.
us on Twitter
We were beat by San
@SFCityInsider.
Jose, Austin and Raleigh,

